Chapter

VI

Ramakrishna's spiritual Experiences In
course of His Different Religious practices.

Ramakrishna's name can be creditably mentioned
for having established the essential unity of religions
.· ·· by his lived experiences of different religious practices.
The main point realised by him was that Truth is one
.·though its facets are many. Truth is beyond any kind o:f
conflicts and limitation and never be exhausted by any
set of doctrines beliefs and creeds. It is manifested to
all in different ways and hence innumerable ways of approaching the Truth could be regarded equally true. We have
already seen that God is the only Truth in the religious
-'philosophy of Ramakrishna and his view that 'the only
(1)

purpose of life is to realise God

points to the sole

Truth of all religions. Religions as realised by him as
-nothing but the ways of attaining Truthe To attain the
--~----·

1.

-------------------·-··----------

The Gospel of Shri Ramakrishna. b:o Swami Nikhilananda.
P.. -213.
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goal different ways are followed by different people
as Truth itself manifests to the devotee in different

ways according to their choice and capacity. We can
understand this point from the analogy Ramakrishna
gives, in which he says,

"A~

a mother, in nursing her

sick children, gives rice and curry to one, sago and
·~@"rowroot

to another, and breaa and butter to a third,

so the Lord has laid out for different men differen.t
(1)

paths suitable to the natures."

Regarding paths

there should not be any conflict, because paths as
religious disciplines will meet at a common point of
perfection. In spite of their differences regarding
their forms and characters Ramakrishna realises that
they are all of equal value and neither.of them is
.·false nor meaningless. All these he proved more by his
life than by his words. His utterances and teachings
.to his disciples are based on his living experiences
of the Truth in his life. He realised that it is the
same Intelligent Principle which is variously knovm

-------1.

Sayin~s

of Sri Ramakrishna. P.-152.
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and taken by different religions as God, Allah, Buddha,
I

Siva, Vishnu and Bralu"'!lan. He not only experimented with
different forms of re'ligious practices involved in liinduism but also practised the rituals of some other major
religions like Islam and Christianity in his life. It is
significant that before he proclaimed the oneness of the
truth of all religions, 'Ramakrishna surrendered himself
to the Islamic and the Christian ways of religious lives.
All the important forms of spiritual practices that we
find in Hinduism have also been proved by him .to be
.·spiritually potent when he practised the Tantra, the
Vaishnavic discipline and the Advaita path of nirvikalpa

Under the guidance of his preceptress Bhairavi
... Yogesvar:i. Devi, Sri Ramakrishna mastered the details of
the Tantrik Sadhana. Tantra is ancient spiritual practice
for awakening the inner potential power in man to be
united with the supreme. It believes in a liberation which
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is based on the principle of complete identity of the
finite with the Infinite. As to the nature of the
state of moksa the Tantrik would say, "Water mingles
(1)

·with water.u

Since man is spiritual by nature his

consciousness will essentially intermingle with the
consciousness of the supreme and for this reason he
.should be remoulded into a form of divine. It is said
that unless a man becomes divine, he can not reach
~---------

the divine, even his worship of
as

fruitless~

C~d

will be regarded

So Tantra teaches us how to make oursel-

ves divine by spiritual practice of reawakening our
."inner power though after enjoyment of the nature. "The
identity of hidden nature o,f the worshipper with the
God worshipped is the first principle of the Tantric
philOSOphy

Of

(2)
deVOtien. II

Tantricism is an important aspect of Hindu theism
which arose of a ferment of philosophico-religious ideas

1.

Hein:dch Zimmer. Philosoe.hies of India. P.-560.

2.

Ibid. P.-581.
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and practices at some pre-christian

period~

It is a

body of religious practice, with a deep __ philosophy
t_ailored it reaches the finite spirit to the Infinite.
In fact, !antra is the combination of philosophy and
rituals, meditation and ceremonies, renunciation and
(l )'
enjoyments.
It has an esoteric aspect. It is usually
practised secretly and for this reason a Tantrik often
. may not be detected observing his external mode of life.
Actually it is a practice to uplift the inner spiritual
.. power to a pyramidal heirarchy overcoming different
- planes of mind. So it is an internal practice in an
esoteric way and has no external expressions like other
(2)

religious practices.

l.

Ramakrishna : Proehet of New India. tr. Swami Nikhila-

nanda. P.-34.
2.

s .. Shankaranarayanae

Glory of the Divine Mother,. P.. -38.
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The Tantriks subscribe to the authority of the
(l)

I

Vedas.

Because Sakti in Tantra whieh is the source

of all, the cause of oreation is known as Aditi in ·the
I

/'Vedas. She is tl_le Prime Mover, Sup rem~ Sakti, the Divine
Mother who gives birth to the Gods and Goddesses. So in
stead of excluding or refuting the orthodox tradition
.. they try to assimilate their cult with it. ,<;s a result

of the intermixture of the Tantrik and the Vedantic.
. {2)
.'traits here we find a co-presence of :d. tual and thaught.

But the Tantriks do not believe in acosmism.
Theil:· scriptures show that the world is re8l. They accept
/

· the truth contained in Advai ta Vedanta teachings but shift
1.

(a)

Aham rud:r0mirvasubhi sr.aramyahaJrJaditairuta

Visvadevaih•

Aham mitravarunobha vibhamyaxha mind:ragni
ahurnasvinobha

.
of

Rg Veda

x.

125. quoted from Devi Suktam, Glory
the~n!1. Mother. (Devi Jviahatmyam). By s. Shankaranarayanam. P.-281.

The myth of Haimavati Uma .in Kenopani~ad.
The Upanishads (Translations from the Sansk:d t
with an introduction by Juan Mascaro). The Penguin
classics. ed. E. v. Rieu (founder editor).
Betty Radice and Robert Baldick (Present editors).
PP. 52-53.
2 •. Heinrich Zimmer. Philo.2S!ehies of 1ndi8;• PP. 569-570.
(b)
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,,, the accent to the positive aspect of maya. As it is a
religion based on the conception of realisation of the

supreme Being both transcendent and

im~nent

the Tantr-

iks believe in one ultimate reality, infinite and
-eternal.

I.

in this system, is regarded as of the

s~va,

nature of omnipresent, pure-consciousness, impersonal
and inactive. It is

same

as the ni:r_g_una brah.man in

advaita philosophy. It is a distinctive feature of
Tant:r-a that its theistic attitude obliterates the mere

-realisation of formless Reality (nirguna) and favours
the worship of a personal God instead. The personal
I

God is represented here preferably taken in the female

I

.

_-aspect as Sakj:_! or Kali. The tantrik discipline welcomes'

the return of the Gooddesses to power which though
,rooted in the Neolithic past had been overshl;dowed by
the male divinities of the patriarchal Aryan pantheon
for a period about a thousand years. From-the time of
the later Upani;ads the Gooddess began to reassert
jherself and sh: is today the chief divinity again.
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Because all consorts of the various God are the manifestation of Maham;;ya, the Goddess is conceived as personifying the world illusion. "She is the primary embodiment
of the transcendent principle, and as such the mother of

.

( 1)

·all names and forms. 11

The world. is the manifestation of the dynamic
I

aspect of Reality, Sakti and on this ground the world
should not be discarded as illusion or should not be
devaluated for suffering and imperfection, but the world
,should be established on positive ground being

enjoyed~

I

~elebrated

and penetrated by enlightening insight. Sakti

is a dynamic spiritual personality, the Creatrix of the
/'world, but is not exhausted by the act of creation.
I

I

.

I

Siva and Sak1!. are one, Sakti, being the formative energy
·'of the consciousness, may be at rest or in motion. The
, potentiality of the whole object world exists as the Sakti

of

1.

~iva

and

S~kti

is the determinate Brahman endowed with

Heinrich Zimmer.

Philosoehie~di~.

P.-570.
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will, knowledge and action. Tantricism is essentially
'monistic as it believes in one ul-timate reality. The
speciality of this system lies in the fact that it
believes the supreme Being in the form of the Mother.
The word 'mother• hez·e symbolizes creativity itself as
well as purest love. Further the word •mother' is
. , conceived as the supreme Being and by Her grace alone
man can attain the highest knowledge. Tantra teaches

a man to shift his attention from the worldly pleasure
to the knowledge of bliss gradually, after the full
(1)

enjoyment of this material world.

The way of Tantra

is that it never believes in abrupt renunciation like
the Advaita vedantist, but to enjoy the supreme Bliss
in the sportive play is its aim.. .The word of a Tantrik
.I

devotee is that
sugar.•

1

I want not to be sugar but to eat

The single point of attention of the unity of

the finite and the Infinite is the aim of Tantra though
;"
it is practised to be successfully reached neither
----~-------------------------·----------------·-----

1.

A.

c.

Das. Modern Inearnation of God. 1958.
PP.- 132-135.
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discouraging the desir·e of man to enjoy the material
objects of the world nor totally suppressing it at the
first stage of spiritual experience. Actually one
establishes a personal relationship with the supreme
I

Divine Force (Sakti) and enjoys the world of names and
forms, pain and joy but they are ovel·come at the bliss
·of Her. In a holy madness and in an ecstatic love (prema)

the devotee overcomes the phenomenal world. In this
discipline the distinction between moksa and other

.

purusarthas like artha, Kama, dharma is transcended not

----

-

, in the inner realisation but in living feeling, as rnoksa
.

( 1)

here is not taken as abrupt renunciation.

Along with

the usual mode of living and his wol'ldly enjoyments a
man learns how to develop his spiritual insight to attain
the Truth while practising the discipline of Tantra. In a
word Tantra believes in sublimation of desires to the
·higher level of spiritual consciousness and hence as a
.spiritual path of attaining Truth it is suitable for

1.

Heinrich Zimmer. Philosophies

of~.

P.. -571.
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ordinary people who always dare to favour this external
. ·world with which their daily livings are concerned. In
'

'

'

the words of Swami Nikhilananda, "The aim of Tantra is
to sublimate

bhog~,

or enjoyment into

yo~

or union

,..,.with consciousness. For according to this philosophy,
the world with all its manifestations is nothing but
I

I

the sport of Siva and Sakti, the Absolute and its insc(1)
-.
· rutable power."

Tantra as a spiritual discipline insists on
purity and holiness of all things and so the five forbidden things like wine (mady~), meat (mamsE), fish {mats~),
parched grain {mudra) and sexual intercourse (maithu~~)
(2)

constitute the sacramental fire in certain Tanti·ik rites.
The significance of the enjoyment of these enjoyable
articles is that they are means to an end, the end is to
reach the sublime height of unity and purity.when realization of the form is annihilated, the phenomenality along

1.

Ramakrishna : Pro,2het of New India. tr. Swami. Nikhilananda. P.-34.

2.

Heinrich Zimmer. Philosophi2s of India. P.-572.
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with differentiation is seen but there remains no
-feeling of alteration. Man must rise by means of .
nature and not through rejection of it. The thought
,/behind the enjoyment is always pure which aims at
some holy ideal. Even the sexual intercourse has a
s~obolic

role that indicates how the fear of uncon-

-' trollable passi_ons may be controlled by means of
nature leading to a higher, purer and spiritual

.,

principle which is nothing but the union of Siva and
I
Sakti. Hence the tantrik discipline accomplishes a
.'shift of the empirical consciousness to the transcendental consciousness to successfully adhere yoga on
enjoyment (bhoga). The union of the jivatma with
paramatma which is the goal may be attained after the
•"enjoyment of the natureo The tantrik ritual of wine,
meat, fish, parched grain and sexual intercourse is
.. ·. accomplished under the cautious supervision of a
preceptor in a controlled stage of 'non-dualist'
,/ (advaita) realisation. The aspirant reaches the height
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of mental plane where all distinctions are transcended
and no question of a desire to enjoy the benefits of
illegal practices will arise. Another important thing
is that the spiritual emotion of the.adept is 1?.!'91]1C! or
ecstatic love which when develops to a subliming

feel-

ing of intense love of God, the ego which should be
averted for the realization of the supreme is washed
.-··away in the tide of this passion of love.

In the practice of Tantra there are certain steps
which may be followed one by one. The aspirant approaches
the Goddess in worship (~a) through the meditative
muttering of prayers,

(~a-

the recitation of the litany

of Her names); the unrelenting verbal repetition (again
/' japa) of sacred formulae (mantra, . the word sounds which
contain Her essence), the making

of

mental and external.

"' offering (homa), and one pointed meditation on her inner
r"Vision(dhyana). For the experience of the final identity
with the supreme one needs to set before his eyes and
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mind an image (pratika, pratima) of the deity to worship
_,. and meditate at first. The first stage of devotion con-

.

.sists in the function of pranapratistha. into the imaae
.,
by the devotee. All these are done so long as the image
is regarded as the seat of a deity(pitha) but when the
worshipper spontaneously learns to recognise the Infinite
'POwer present everywhere he no longer requires to worship
/an image. The whole world seems to him as the seat(pitha)
of the universal presence of formless Infinite.

In the words of Zimmer, "The rites performed it!
·the presence of a consecrated image are the counterparts
(1)

of the secular rituals of the daily life."

Sometimes

, ritual gestures (mudra) are employed in the worship which
ultimately lead to a spiritual resolve. As for example,
the practitioner of the Tantrik discipline says to God of
, his worship presenting the vessel which contains water
with fish that 'this is but a small offering of water
in fact, but so far as my desire to honour you is concerned

1. Zimner. The Philosophies

~f

Indiao P.-582.
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... regard it as if I were offering you an ocean. ' Again

mudra is

Yoni

made when the Goddess is invited to take

her place as yoni, the female Ol'gan is her ni th~ or
. -seat. To a Tantrik adept it is regarded nothing but an

altar only.

In course of practising Tantra the aspirant
I

realises the divine power Sakti_ as being asleep within
him like a sleeping serpant (Kundalini) at the root of
his spine. The deep place where the power is imagined

·- -

as sleeping being coiled up is known as muladh?!.J.:"i•
The
sadhaka usually pronounces

~ntra

to awaken it and with

the practice of yoga when he controls carefully his
inhalations, breathing deeply first through one mostril
then the other (eEanill~~lfl..2J to clear the way through the
spiritual channel (su~um~a) the inner power (KundaJ:..!.Q~.
/

----

i)

Sald~..

if thinks to be aroused, lifts her head and

begins to move up the

su~urm;:a.

In course of its upward

movement it touches in her passage a number of •centres'
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or 'lotuses•(cakras, padmas), which are regarded as
the seats of the elements of the body. With the move-

'

ment of the·Kundalini Sakti to the uoward Cakras one
.-·-

i

----

by one the Tantrik worshipper imagines himself as

being purified by suffusing all the lotuses with the

awakened Sakg. When Kundalini

Sahasrar.!, the

top~most

I

§.alf~i

reaches to

centre, the unity is realised

in nirvi!<alpa samadhi.• Thus ritualistic operations are
(1)

transubstantiated to a mystic experience of identity.

It is the basic principl·e of Indian psychology

that

p~opl~

may be grouped under the categorical princi-

.ples of raja, tama and sattva according to theil' temperament .. Hence

l'i tes

and grades of service are found to be

,, governed differently by different types of persons •. In
Tantdk vocabulaxy these three types of aspirants of
.--different attitudes are known as '.ani:nal', 'heroic' and
'divine'. The mind of the man of 'animal' nature is

1.

Zimmer. The

Philosoehie~India.

PP. 582-584.
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generally found to remain clouded with 'tamas' which
obscures the reflection of Divine in mane Again the
man of heroic nature or the 'viJ:a' is specified with
the quality of

~·

Being mixed up with sattva

9~!:!2.

one can overcome tamas fully. With the people of 'heroic'
nature we find that there is a provision of enjoyment
. 'of five enjoyable articles including sexual inter-

course and these are taken as means but not as ends.
The

enjo)~ent

of all these articles in rituals would

. ultimately lead to a state of spiritual union with the
Infinite. It is a fact that the essence of Tant1·a

-

,.sadhana
lies not in the rituals, but rituals are means
to an end i.e.,, to realise the presence of all pervading consciousness. It is believed that the persons of
the type of divine natu:re are :innately enlightened
owing to the predominance of sattva in their personAlity
and their spiritual power spontaneously develops to
realise the presence of GJd within themselves. They need
not go by the way of rituals as is required by the
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'vi:ras'. Ramakrj.shna cannot be said to have been a
/ Tantrik in the full sense of the term. Rather, much
of his tantrik practices were performed only to ignite,
as it were, his spiritual potentials.

Ramakrishna practised Tantra in his own way. On
I
I
the belief that Siv~ is covered by Sakti, a tantrik
I

,generally aims to attain Siva after overcoming the
stages of formal worship of

~-

But

S~kti

was more

/important to Ramakrishna as we find himself as a worshif

pper of Sals.:_ti throughout his life, although his worship
meant the direct approach to Reality from the deepest
-depth of his intuitive consciousness. Like other tantriks
f

-he never attained Siva after removing the screen of

I

.

Sakt~.

I

In stead Sakti has been realised by him as a manifesting
I

cosmic dynamic energy of one Reality of which Siva is the
-passive aspect. At the hi-ghest stage of realisation
(nirvika!.Ea samaclhi) there remains no more distinct:i.on
I

I

. between Siva and Sakti. For this reason he did not realise
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I
that worship of

ment of

/

Si~~·

Sald~.~

should be ceased for the attain-

He worshipped

(,

~

-

in vatsalya

-

bhav~.

Here also lies his originality that in his practice
I
~- · of Tantra he stands to a relation to Sakti in a vaish-

>· navic way. Because he used to say that he worshipped
I

/·Sakti as a mothero His attitude to Her was that of a

(l)
child.

Besides Ramakrishna did not follow the Tantrik

order of life being categorised under any particular
I

group of either heroic or ~~ or man-God (Sattic). There
are three kinds of disciplines as one may regard woman
.·as one's mistress or look as oneself as her handmaid or

/as· her child. Hamakrishna believed that the. way of the
heroic persons taking woman as mistress is very .difficul te
He said to Girish Ghosh, "The attitude of a 'hero' is not
/good. Some people cherish it. They regard themselves as
/

/ Purusa and woman as Prakri ti; they want to propitiate
/

woman through their intercourse with her. But this method
{2)

often causes disaster."

Ramakrishna looked upon woman

.

1.

Kathamrta. Vol.3 P.-5o •

2o

Heinrich Zimmer. Philosoohies of l0.1J.!!• P.-589 •
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·always as the mother. He said that he spent two years
as the handmaid a.nd companion 0f divine Mother while
·practising Tantra, but his natural attitude was that
. of a child towards its mother.. It is usually found
I

that the man of animal nature (pasu) wol'Ships Goddess
standing in relation of handmaid to Her and the relation
of child and mother is established by a person belonging

to sattic group (man-God). But in Ramakrishna's experiment on Tantra a combination of the two has been
marked.

Ramakrishna's free attitude to practice Tantra
. independently may be said a great advantage fol' his succe. ssors. AUl'Obindo interpreted Tantra in a free way and as

.his source of inspiration the name of Ramakrishna may
never be ignored. Aurobindo combined Tantra and Yoga.
The Yogis talk about certain centres in the subtle body
··and springs of consciousness which normally lie dorment
in man. In -the practice of yoga the dormant power become.s/
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manifest as the play of consciousness is increasingly
felt in these centres. Muladhara. is the lower-most centre
and

saha~

is the top-most centre in head. Like Tantra,

Yoga also aims at the full manifestation of the inner
spiritual ·power gradually passing over the centres one
by one to be united with the supreme s·elf at last. Similar

attempt has been made in Vivekananda's Philosophy where he
said, "···· to raise this Kundalini is the whole object of
(1)

Raja-Yogao 11

Both Yoga and Tantra help us to reach to a

higher level of consciousness through a concentration
made after psychic control which enables us to get beyond
~-

the limits of ordinary human experience. Both have a

,.. tendency to be merged in nirvikalpa samadh,i. According to
Vivekananda in the practice of Yoga also the inner spiriJ

tual power (Kundalini Sakti) tries to force a passage
..•through the hollow canal and as it rises step by step as it
were, layer after layer of the mind becomes open and all
.'the·

different visions and wonderful powers come

to

the

Yogi. The Yogi becomes free being perfectly detached from
1.

The Comolete works of Swami Vivekananda. Vol.VIII.P.-46.
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I -

( 1)

the body and mind v;hen Kundalini Sakti reaches the brain.

In course of his tantrik practices Ramakrishna
realised the movement of his inner spiritual power or
I

-

. serpant power (Kundalini Sakti) 'l<vhich remains asleep at
the bottom of the spinal cord. Being awakened it begins to

move upward coursing through seven levels of the mind. He
is reported to have .spoken of his experiences through the
,/ seven psychic centres from muladhara to sahasradharf!· He
said that when the mind rises to the

~ixth

_level one has

_..the experience of the forms of God but when it comes up to

the seventh level, the experience of God in forms no more
-remains. The complete union of the Infinite takes place in
.
.
,-nlrvikaloa
samadh i. It ~sa
stage

1

k . .1s
h
wen~

completely

.unified with the diva-, the personal -God with the Impersonal
__ Brahman, the active with the passive and hence one ultimate
/reality as pure consciousness as such comes to be realised.
At this point of realisation physical and mental states no
_more existo A.ll the forms and different aspects of reality
1.

The Comolete works of Swami Vivekanancla. Vol.I. P.-160.
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with which we are concerned in ou.r different levels
of experience cease to be there at the stage of highest
(1)

knowledge

About the experience of the movement of
I

Kundalini Sakti Ramakrishna told a circle of his close
·friends, '.'Sometimes, in samadhi, the soul swims joyfully
in the ocean of divine ecstasy, like a fish. Sometimes,
when I lie dovm on my side, I feel the spiritual current
pushing me like a monkey and playing with me joyfully,
I :remain still. That current like a monkey, suddenly with
one

ju~)

reaches the sahasrara. That is why you see me

'jump up with a start.

nsometimes, again, the spiritual current rises like
'a bird hopping from one b:r·anch to anothel'• The place whe:re
it rests feels like fire. It may hop from Muladhara to
/

..

..

/ Svadhisthima, from Svadhisthana to the heart, and thus
/gradually to the head. Sometimes the spiritual current

. moves up like a snake. Going in a zigzag way, at last it

1.

Swami Vivek~nanda Gentenery ~mo~ial Vo...!£..~o ed.,

Majumdar. P.-266o

R. c.
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-

reaches the head and I go into sarnadhi. n

The Tantra may be

characterisE"~d

(1'I

as the spiritual _

scien~e

whieh finds out the way of realisation of the
(2)
all pervading consciousness.
While practising Tantra,
.' Ramakr.ishna realised the dii·ect presence of consciousness everywhere and he observed that his life in the
I

-

.

"external world was mere soorts of Sakti. He realised in
an inner vision the

-

I

~~.~

the great sound Aum,

from which countless sounds have been originated. He

gained some supernatural powers of Yoga in this period
(3)
,. which after all were refused by hlm.

He realised that

the primal Energy has two aspects Viclyi and avidJi'. Avidya
deludes, conjures up women and gold which is the obstacle
to the path of the spiritual progress and vidya is conce:rned
with devotion, kindness, wisdom and love which leads one
.' to Gode This avidya, must be propitiated because men though

1.
2.
3.

PhilosophiG§ pf _India. P.-593.
Mohendranath Sarkar. Eastern li9,hts. P.-69.
Solange Lemaitre. Ramakrishna and ~he vitality of
Hinduism. PP. 86-88.
Zirnrner.
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,is spirit as such he has a bodily self

also~

self instead of being annihilated may be

The bodily

s·ubli1r)~ed

by.

a gradual control of it and it is the purpose of the
I
.
.
(1)
rites of Sakti worship according to Ramakrishna.

FOl'

his successful pUl'Suit of Tantrik discipline

·. under the guidanc€: of Bhairavi Yoges~rari, Ramakl·ishna was

convinced that the ultimate reality in the form of the
divine Mother is one in Her diverse aspects, passiveJ and

active, impersonal and personal. Moreover he achieved the
great purity of his mind and a flowering of his innate
spi:t"i t'Jal genius. /md frclm this discipline of· 'Mother
worship' he realised (urther that every woman is a mani.' festation and a

s~nbol

of the Divine Mother in a special

(2)

sense.

Another i.rnportant thing is that the seed of univer-

·, salism is rooted in the Tantrik cult as it includes all

1. ·Zimmer. Phi10S£~L~ndia. P.-590~
2. Sayiggs of Sri Ramakrishn~. PP. 7-8.
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htunan beings as a member of a single mystic family

and the,re is therefore, no thought of caste within
(_

-the tantl'ik circles. Sudras out- casts and Brahrnanas

are considered as equally eligible for spiritual
(1}
p1·actice.
We find this influence upon Ramakrishna
'

when he proclaimed a universal religion considering
.men as the manifestation of spirit where there arises
no more question regarding caste and creed.

Ramakrishna's experiments with different spiritual truths and experiences led him to pr9-ctise another
spiritual path of attaining truth followed by the Vaishnavas. In fact the same .. Reality is interpreted by the

/thinkers of the ages differently according to their
choice regarding the way of approaching it. The Saccida~handa

in advaita philosophy,has been interpreted by the

tantriks as
~by

diva,

the impersonal and inactive and again

the vaishnavas as Saccidananda Krishna. Ramakrishna
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was firmly determined to prove this truth that the
.approach of the Vaishnavas remained quite valid to
.

reach the Reality through love and devotion. Vaishnavism which is generally known as a mere sect of
"Hinduism without any logical and metaphysical enquiry,
is actually based·on knowledge that produces feeling
of absolute dependence on God and love for Him. It is

the religion of love and devotion and a passionate
attachinent of the devotee to the Lord is here regarded
as primary importance. It upholds the conception of a
personal God and seeks to establish a relationship
between man and God as one between the worshipper and
.the worshipped. Regarding its approach and intel·pretation of Reality, Vaishnavism was developed as a reaction
.against advaitavada, because it did not favour the nondualistic idea of complete absorption of the finite into.
the Infinite in case of liberation. In Vaishnavism we
find that a close attachment to personal God is establi~/

shed by way of love and devotion. The Vaishnava God is
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personified. He is regarded as the supreme person
and not the intangible Absolute as conceived by
(1)

Advaita Vedanta.

In course of the development of Vaishnavism
the ag'e after the Arvaras (the vaishnavas who inhabited
_. in South India) is very importanto Because the

~

v~dq of Vaishnavism, in;ktead of being purely emotional

began to be further evolved with a philosophy at this
period. It was a

t~me

when two-fold :reactions were seen
I •

side by side. On the one hand Sankara was firmly establishing his advaita view against bhaktivada and on the other

hand attempts had been made by different sects of Vaishnava
School (Sri Brahma, Sanakadi, Rudra and Gouriya) to spread

.

their view based on love
and devotion of Visnuo It had .b~
.

felt by the Vaishnavas that their view may well be accepted by the people if it was based on a philosophy instead of being a mere emotional out-burst, because they

18

Solange Lemait:re. Ramakrishna and the vit£1!~Y of
HindUi§m.• PP. 88-93.
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I

noticed that Sankara's advaitavada was highly accepted
by the intellectuals on the ground that it had a deep

philosophy_. And they realised also that in .order . to
-

I •

spread bhak!,iv_aqa refuting Sankara' s advai tavada they
would have to go by comrnenting on the Brahrna sut:ras.

It is not for nothing that we find in the philosophies
of the Gita and the Upani~ad, Rarnanuja, Madhvacar·ya and
Nimbarka there was an attempt.to establish their views
on criticism of advai tavada.

The earliest of the five Vaishnava sects is known

as Sri Vaishnava Samprad~a. Nathmuni or Ranganathacarya
was the founder of this school. He founded the basic
philosophy of Visistadvai tav'ids_ though he accepted the

.

emotional value of devotion to the Lord Visnu as a ground
of his religion. Actually he gave a new life to Vaishna-

./. . vism and it grew into a strong religious view at the effort
of Sri Ramanuja after himo In Ramanuja's vaishnavic

religion however there was no place of 'Gopal Krishna',
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the conception of the deity which is

corr~9n

to other

Vaishnavic cul te His bhaktivada followed the method
of Upasana along with ceremonial activities.

After Ramanuja Vaishnavism was divided into
,, two -

one emphasising on bhakti rna~§_ and other on

erapattiJ!laF92.• The former believes in Path of devotion
for the attainment of moksa, the effort of the indivi•

dual is the only factor emphatically pointed out by
these thinkers to reach Gods while the latter has it
that liberation depends not only on the effort of the

.devotee but on God's grace or Karuna also.

The dualistic philosophy of Madhvacarya begins
as a protest against advaitavada upholding the distinc.·tion between God and the individual self, God and the
world, ji..Y.§. and the world, between one individual and
the other and ~ material object and the other. His basic
point to prove this dualistic philosophy is reasoned as
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follows : that a son though related to his father has
_,.

an individual independent existence of his own apart
from his father, similarly God is different from the
~

and the world though they are created by Him. In

this case God, soul and the world are regarded as
eternal and fundamental :realitieso Though all the three

,- are real, the latter two are subordinate to God and
dependent on Him. Brahman is independent reality, the
absolute creator of the universe and possesses everykind of perfection. He is identified with Visnu and is
••

said to create, sustain and destroy the world according
to His will. He is endowed with a supernatural body and
is both transcendent to and as immanent in the world.

.

..

Visnu is the inner ruler of all souls. Laksmi by the
side of Visnu
is imagined as being capable o·f assuming
eo

various forms though without a material body, coeternal
with Him and all-per-vading.

Lak~mi

is conceived here as

the pel'sonification of God's creative energy. She is
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intelligent

prakrti~
e

though God is greater than Her-in

point of subtlety and the extent of qualities. The followers of the Madhva School had more religious practices
and less emotional expression. They had their God of worsh-

...~_,.

ip na.med

Vi~~u

or Narayal)a·

Another school named Sanakadi was founded. by
'1-Jimbarka or Nimbaditya may be said to present a philosophy
of a particular kind .called dvai.~. It supports both
I.

/the monistic philosophy of Sankara and the pluralistic
way of approach. The relation of the God with the jiva a~d
the world is not one of absolute identity nor can it be.
.•'

said that these three are absolutely distinct. If they
are regarded as to be in absolute identity that would
contradict passages of the
/

'

Upani~ads

which insist on

difference and will also involve confusions between the
nature and attributes of the different principles. Again
if the supreme spirit be absolutely distinct from the
individual soul and the wo::cld, it could not be omnipresent.
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It would be as limited as the individual soul or the
world, and could not therefore be regarded as their
governor. Further if it be said that non-difference
is the reality while difference is due to Hmitations
(up;dhis) can not be accepted, since it would be to
,, subject Brahman to conditions. Then Brahman would cease
to be pure and become subject to faults. So Nimbarka
_.:concludes that both difference and non-difference are
real.

In this school Krsna and Radha take the place of
••

~·Narayana and his consort. The worship of other gods is

forbidden. Bhakti is not meditation but love and devotion
and it is regarded_ that the grace of God is ever-ready to
lift up the helpless and make them see the truth of
/-

things. Ethical rul•9S prescribed in the Sastras are
~

insisted by these thinkers and Karma is said to be the
means for the acquisition of Brahmain~n~.
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Vallabhacarya was the founder of the Rudra
School, and offered a theistic interpretation of the
J•

Vedanta. It differs from those of Sankara and Ramanuja.
His view is called Suddhadvai ta, or pure non-dualism

and declares that the whole world is real, and is
subtly Brahman. Though the difference between the individual soul and Brahman is subordinated by vallabha,
non-difference is here conceived along to be real. God

in this philosophy is regarded as whole and the individuals as parts. As the individual is of identical essence
-- with God, there is no real difference between the two_,
just as the sparks of fire come out of it. God is pez·scmified as Knna when He is endowed with the qualities of

. wisdom (jnana) and action (kriya). He is the creator of
the world and does not possess a physical body as worldly
agents do. Bhakti is the chief means of salvation, though
/

jrfa"na is also useful. All sins are put away if we have
true faith in God. The highest goal is not mukti or libera-
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..

tion, rather eternal ·service to Krsna and participation

--·-.---

in his sports.

In the fifteenth and sixteenth_ century Gouriya
Vaishnavism is found to be spread in Bengal and Mithila
which was based on the love of God and had ,for its objects
. · Krsna and [:tadba as the Lord's consort. The personality

-·-·and character of Sri Krsna
.. Chaitanya gave a new form of
this particular kind of vaishnavism. Krsna is conceived
I

as parama.J?_r'ahan and his Sakti covers the world as ~
f

-

- Sakti. The power is known as yilas
·-

I

sa~t~

with which He is

I

manifested to many forms. Yi~~~§_~~t!. as has been described
./by the Vaishnava is of t•No kinds -

E.!~~h_ava Vilas and

Vaibhana Vi!:._a:_s._. According to the fo:rmer, K::~na manifests
himself as many with the Braja Gopies in Rasalila and
according to the second He manifests himself in the fourfold form like Vasudeva, Sankara~a~a, P:ra_2yumn8: and

Aniruddha. Vasudeva is the symbol of intelligence,
sankarasana is the symbol of consciousness, pradyumna is

----·

-0

•
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of Prema and Aniruddha is of

1I1;.

.

Lord Krsna is the
~

source of all these powers. Srikrsna manifests as Visnu,

Bralu"'Tl?._

and

-·
Mahade_y~

...

---·-·-

according to the dominance of Sattva,

..

raja and tama gunas. ---Lila of Srikrsna is permanent,. his
main power is love (prema). The highest manifestation of
the cit power of Krsna is the power of delight (hladini)
••

./and Radha is the essence of this delight giving power. As

..

paramatma Srikrsna is infinite
and consciousness as such,
.
God is omnipresent-while the soul is of atomic size. The
......

-

-

• I

d

relation between jivatma and paramatrna as amsa an

• I.

ams!

is eternal. The jlva is dependent on God. It believes
that an incomprehensible difference - non-difference is

the truth of things (acintyabhedahheda). Jiva is both
identical with, and different from e_aramatma and the

relation is incomprehensive. The Gourlya School considers
,~devotion

and the way of E.!'aeatti as the means of

/

(1)

attaining

Mok~a.

However the cornmon feature of the Vaishnavic cult·

1.

Sri Ji tendranath Bandyopadhyay. Yancopasana. (Bengali).
· PPo 96-119.
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which seems to be the most important is that it never
believes in abrupt renunciation but to enjoy the lila
$

'o:r sportive play of God is the aim of life. So the

_Vaishnavas generally divinize common human love and
their intimate relation with God as father, master,
friend, child or husband is established according to
their own choice and in through all these relations
they seek to become very close to God. More clearly,
. 'they worship God through invoking emotional patterns
-such as Santa, Da~_ya, Sakhy§_, Va!~U?.. and Ma<ihUIT§.·

The significance of these forms of spiritual experience
.. is that the worship of God th:rough a personalized
relationship is vital and quite helpful at the beginning
of religious practice, though it might become dispensable
when one grows in maturity and is enriched with realisations of the spiritual communion with the Infinite.

Ramakrishna admired and endorsed. the Vaisbnava
form of worshipping o With the att:i tude of a servant
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(dasya bhava) he worshipped God and also practised
to enjoy an intimate relation with God being possessed by the Vat~alya bhava or the filial attitude.

Once a person named Jatadhari came to Dakshineswar
who used to carry with him a metal image of Ramlala,

the child Rama. At his great. su1·p:dse Ramakrishna
noticed the man was behaving with the metal image

of Ramlala just like a mother beaxs the affectionate
responsibility to her son. He used to tender the image
. ;with motherly affection that is, he was found always
~~'

'

busy for playing with, or feeding Ramla"!'a. At last
his motherly affection and love to the image of Ramlala
.became converted into the divine love and now he began

to enjoy the presence of God everywhere. Being inspired
... by Jatadhari, Ramakrishna also devoted himself in

..

worship of Lord Krsna in the vatsalya mode. At the last
stage of this particular form of spi:d t1;al practice he

,...-felt no necessity of formal worship of the image when he
had the direct experience of the all pervading conscious-
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ness. On this ground he was more convinced about
the nature of reality which is one though manifest~_..-ring

in many forms, and concluded that God is both

formless and is with forms.

Again with another attitude known as
~ bhav~ RamakrisP~a

~dhura

practised Vaishnava religion and

in this phase of his life he could be said to have
been inspired by the model of Sri Chaitanya. The specific feature of this kind of Vaishnavism is that
,here direct relation with Lord Krsna
is not establi•.
shed by a man as he is not free from his ego •. We find

there is an attempt to establish a direct relation
·with Lord Krsna in the approach of Mirabal only which
may be called another form of Vaishnavism. But in the
,. C..ouriya Vaishnavism specially in the model of Sri Chai-

..

tanya, Lord I<rsna i's reached by the aspirant not directly
:but through some stages of different kinds of attitudes •
./"'It is a gradual order of progress for the devotee to be
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..

/ uplifted to the stage where Krsna will be attained.

~,

..··

So at first he will have to practise meditation in
manjaribhava which will ultimately lead him to be
uplifted to a stage where he can worship God think/

. ..-ing himself'as related with the eight consorts (Sakti)
of Radha. Then possessing the attitude of Radha he

..

may worship Lord Krsna and if he acquires the grace

or ·Radha, Krsna
..

will be attained to him. Because
.

Radha in Vaishnava religion, is the best example who
reached Lord

Kf~na

for her intense longing. It is

noted that during the days of his Vaishnavic way of
practice US Ramakrishna went through all these stages

..

_and at last he worshipped Krsna in the attitude of Radha.

:

The result of his experiment on Vaishnavic religion was
the same as was realised by him after practising Tantra.
Because during this period of his

p:ract~ce

on Vaishnavism

,•' he also realised that the distinction between the devotee
/

.and

..

God almost disappeared and Krsna is same as all

pervading consciousness. Another important thing proved
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by him that the stage of bhava samadhi or ecstasy in
which the devotee retains his ego and enjoys communion
with the personal God is equally valid for attaining
(1)

Truth.

We have already seen that Vaishnavism is the
religion of devotion and love. Devotion as has been
clarified by Ramakrishna is the unripe· stage of ecstatic

love and ecstatic love is the ripe stage of devotion. In
his words,

11

The stage of devotion called Bhava (speechless

absorption in God) is like an unripe mango; Prema or
{2)
ecstatic love is like the ripe fruit. 11
A devotee
'

.

'

always begins with devotion and !Jltimately he develops
his ecstatic love (prema) to God. So in the beginning as

observed by Ramakrishna, that God is taken as i f the sweetness and the devotee its enjoyer, God is the lotus and
devotee is the bee who sips the honey of the lotus. At the
first stage of this discipline there is a relation between

la
2.

Swami Nikhilananda. Ramakrishna.1...l:rophet
pp. 38-40.
Sayings of Sri Ramakrishna. P.-240.

of

New India.
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I - Thou, devotee and God, lover and beloved, but at
the last stage all these distinctions are blotted out
at the total extinction of sense of

1

ego' and devotee

realises the oneness with all pervading consciousness.
Ramakrishna believes that through love one can realise
the non-difference and thus transcend the cycle of
(1)

births.

Here it may be said that Ramakrishna's vi.ew

of relationship between the individual self and God
resembles the view known as

acintya-bh~dabhecla.

Ramakrishna established the point that the ·way of
bhakti is equally valid like other ways of knowledge and
action. He emphatically pointed out that the way of bhakti
is not only valid but is the easier path for ordinary men
to attain perfection also. In his words,

11

The goal of

human life is to love God. Bhakti is the one essential
thing. To know God through jnana· and reasoning is extremely
(2)
difficult."
It is a path where there is no chance of

bul·ning into the heat of knowledge but rather it is the

L

Nalini Devadas. Sri Ramakrishna; PP .. 17-18.

2.
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soft intuition of gxasping the Truth in an intemate
relation to God. One can enter into the inner Truth
directly with love. Ramakrishna here uses anc useful
/:analogy to make it clear. "The love of God is a lady
and has· access to the Zenana (the inner aparilnents),
knowledge {derived by reasoning) can get only into
the quarters reserved for men but can not enter into
the Inner Apartments -

the sanctum -

(1)

Holies...

the Holy of

{;'

With love an intj:'mate relation is establi-

shed with God where there is no place of reasoning and
logical disputes but in a simple and sincere attempt
man discovers the secret of

Truth~

According to Rarna-

krisl'l.na the wOl'Ship of God in any personal form as
endorsed by bhakti is necessal'Y at the early stage of

the spiritual life of man and it ultimately leads to
the realisation of oneness of all pervading consciousness.

Bhakti has been the constant theme of the sages
in India and Shandilya or Narada are known as the special

1.

Gospel of Ramakrishn<!.:__jAcc._ to

'M') Part I P.-318.
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v-.rri ters en bhak-ti. The concept of bhakti in Ramakri-

shna's philosophy may be said very similar to that
of Narad~a bh~kti. He emphatically said that for
Kaliyuga the path of devotion as described by Nal'ada

is indeed, the best and the easiest. Bhat..!:i is the

sttpreme Divine Love together with its steps leading
to it. It is the intense love·for God.

1

Sa tasmin

paramaprernarupa' (Narada Bhakti Sut1·a. 2). According

to Ramakrishna God may never be attainecl :i.f a man has
no intense longing for Him. The intense longing is the
root of love and intemate attachment. He used to say,
"Let all have a yearning for this Anu:caga or intense

love for the Lord. T.his intense love is the one needful
( 1)

thing. 11

Along with the constant practice of prayer i f
. one completely SUl'l'end&rs himself to God, it will be
easier for him to develop intense love to God. In the
---------------~

----~·---

1.

§E.yi.[!~s of~S!!,lakrishn.§!.·

P.-242.
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words of Ramakrishna, "The essence of bhakti consists
in unceasing prayer for light and love and self-su:rr(1)

ender to Her {Divine Mother)."

Here we find the

reflection of Naradiya Bhakti SLltra, 19, 'Naradastu
tadarpi takhi

ta -

carata tad~ Vismara11e pai·amavyakul-

ateti' in Ramakrishna's contemplation~ Narada also
holds that the essential characteristics of bhakti a:re
the conscration of all activities, by complete selfsurrender to Him and extreme anguish if He were to be
forgotten.

In fact if one completely surrenders himself to
God he can dive deep into the ocean of Bliss and

can

attain immortality. C-od is the 'Sea of sweetness' according to Ramakrishna and if one can taste it nothing will
be left to desil·e, left to be gloomy about, nothing v-.rill
be left to be envious of and nothing will be !:left to be
(2)

attached to.

In the words of Ramakrishna, nAs the
'

------------------------~--~

1.

Sayings of Sri Ramakrisl"l£i.e.• Po-249.

2o
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tige-t devours animals, devotion also swallows up all
the

•arcb~enemies'

of man, such as lust, passion and

the rest. Once the devotion to God is fully awakened,
all evil passions like lust and ange1· are completely
(1)

destroyed."

Divine love is so vibrant that to it

any other v,rorldly attachment becomes fainter and it is
so sublime that a person derives ultimate satisfaction
in it. Naracla describes its nature as •am:;tasvarupa cat
( Su tx a • 3 ) o

The intense longing and deepest love for God
were mainly found in the Gopies of Vrindavana and in

Radha".

So we find Ramakrishna often mentioning the name

of the Gopies· in order to point out that their ways
should be followed by a devotee to attain divine love.
Na:rada also said that Bhakti should be like that of the
.Gopif..S

of Vraja •. "Yatha Vrajagopikanam. (Sutra.21)

one's love becomes as pure and intense as the

If

Gopi~

he may be united with the beloved God or he will be lost
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in one indivisible whole. The

with Lord

K:r~na

Gopie~

of V.raja became one

in their intense feeling of love. Rama-

krishna said, "As Srimati (Raclha) was nearing Sri KHna,
she was feeling more and more the fragrance of his hallowed
person. The more one approaches God, the more becomes
one's love of Him; the nearer the river approaches the
(1)

sea, the more is it subject to ebb and flow...

At the

highest stage of devotion also lover and beloved ar·e merged
__./into oneness of Truth and on this point the way of devotion
(2)

and way of knowledge meet together.

Parabhakti becomes

one with pure knowledge. In the words of Ramakrishna, "Pure
(3)

---- knowledge and

pl.ll'e

love a·re both one and the same •"

Ramakrishna's Vedantic discipline was perfected under
.·the supervision of an ascetic, called Totapuri. The path of
Vedantic discipline is somehow different from others. It
approaches spiritual perfection by the celebrated negative

of Sri Ramakrishna. P.-231.

1.

~zings

2.

Dr. R.N.Vyas.

3.
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method, neti neti. Everything is rejected by the
advaiir~

vedantist in favour of the sole reality

of the spirit. There is neither

world~

nor space,

nor time, nor causality in any absolute sense of
the terms there is only one positive
Brahman is described in

Advait~

entity~

Brahman.

vedanta as Sacchid-

ananda, the Absolute, which alone is the positive
existent~

the basis of the world

appearance~

All

logical and epistemological distinctions remain
within the field of

maya.

The advait.a discipline as

a spiritual path aims at the apprehension of Sacchi-

dananda Brahman, the non-dual principle where no discrimination can prevail. In this approach one essentially follows the path of negation and even negates
his discriminating ego for a complete absorption in
the ocean of bliss or to merge into nirvikalpa Samadhi.
The aim of jflana Yoga or the path of knowledge is to

realise the non-difference in a direct experience as
Bramnan is not only the basis of world but also is the
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innermost self (Atman) in man. At the beginning of the
joana yoga rea-sc•n plays an important part no doubt but
reason alone can

r~ot

help a man to reach the Absolute

Brahman. Non-duality v.ri th Brahman wi 11 be realised by
the inc\i vidual self when he overcomes all the rational
( 1)
discourses.

The Reality in its personal aspect can be approached through love, whel'e the Impersonal can be grasped
-· only through knowledge. - Ramakrishna experimented with
this truth when he practised the aclvaitic discipline

under the guidance Totapuri. At the time of teaching the
Advaitic discipline Totapul'i asked Ramakrishna to detach
· his mind from all its objects and to plunge it into the
heart of the Atman. In spite of several efforts, Ramakr/isima could not cross the level of name and form and lead

_-his spirit to the· state of the Unconditioned. He has exPressed his experiences in this concern to his disciples
that he felt no difficulty in detaching his mind from all

lo

Nalini Devdas. Sri Ramakrishna. P.-19•
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sion that Islam" too was based on the same Truth as
Hinduism. He had a

di~ect

realisation of the same

Truth which he experienced earlier in different
forms of Hinduism. Now its manifestation was in the
Islamic :form only. He encountered the presence of
the same all pervading consciousness, as before, and
became further convinced of the oneness of universal
spirit.

When Ramakrishna came to know the life and
teachihgs of Jesus from tine of his contemporary follower
~

Sambhu Charan Mallik who used to read the Bible to hhn,
,he became inspired to taste the .religion of Christianity
based on the ideal personality of

Jesus~

the image of

great saCl'ifice for suffering humanity, the paradi·9m
figure of human love. Breaking the

barr~ers

of creeds

and religions he entered into the realm of ecstasy when
he had the direct vision of Jesus. Oirist possessed his
soul and for three days he did not set foot in the Kali
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/temple. With the direct realisatit?n of Jesus within
/his soul he dis.covered the essence of Ch:ristiar;~ity

and proved that it is a great religion as it is based_
-._-:on human'love. It is indeed an ideal which may not be
contradicted by other religions and christianity is
(1)

equally valid like all othe:r ,religions in the wo.rld.

His experiments with forms of religious life
according to Hinduism, Islam and Christianity is a
,.great challenge against-the camouflage of religion in

..

·

,/

dogmas, rituals and ceremonieso He points out the
e:ssence regarding which all religions are true. One may
be a Christian,a

Moharr~edan

or a Hindu but all will meet

./at a point. of perfection. In his words1. nrhere are
/

'

>several bathing ghats iQ a large tank. Whoever goes to

"
whichever ghat

h~

pleases -to take a bath or to fill his

vessel reaches the water, and it is useless to quarrel
with one another claiming one's ghat to be better than
/

another 1 so Similarly, there are many ghats that lead to

1.

Raniakrishna z The Pro£het of New India. tr. Swami

Nikhilanandao PP. 49-50.
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,· the water of the fountain of Eternal Blisso Evel'Y
religion of ·the world is one ghat. Go direct with
a sincexe and earnest heart through any one of. these
'

ghats, and you shall reach the water of Eternal Bliss.
But say not that your reli9ion is better than that
( l)
of another. 11
·
From these words it is very clearly

·seen that Ramakrishna revitalized all religions,
respected each for its uniqueness and found out harmony
of all religions. He not only says that all religions
~re

ways of attaining truth but emphasises on the point

that all religions

~!'~--~rue;

neither of them is false.

Re1igious harmony as realised by Ramakrishna is somehow

.-different from that of otherso "There are several types
of religious harmony. There is syncretic harmony, in
/which all religions are united by ignoring differences,
/

a harmony epitomized in the now

com~on

slogans : 'all

religions reach the same thing', etc. Then there is
.-'\
//-

,'eclectic harmony, in which the 'best' parts of each
religion are taken and combined into a new system&
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(1)

Ramakrishna was neither of these."

He did not teach

the sameness of religions, but the uniqueness of each
path was realised by hirn he gave equal respect to all

religions. Universality lies in his regard of oneness
. · of Truth. 'Truth is one c tk>ugh its facets are many' has
·been echod by him several times .. Each religion with its
pa:rt:tcula:t· name has its own distinctive value which may

not be ignored. Harmony of religions is based on the

experience of oneness of .Truth and for this reason it
is an experimental fact more than a logical deduction.
But unique individuality of each religion does not indicate that it should be exclusive in character. Rather
.. all religions are intemately related to each other to

·share all growth and all learning though have their own
independent existence. For this reason they all should.
,·be equally respected. It shows that each religion by
1

itself, if followed sincerely respects the vision of
(2)

the one God of many faces.
la

namk:dshna. Matha and Ramkrishna Mission Convention.
1980. PP.65-66 ...

2.

Ibid.
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Such a religious tolerance of Ramakrishna
_though very rare is not uncommon in the eastern
thought that we find the same tune in the

Gita

which

.. expresses, "There is no deity that I am not, and in
case any man be truly the worshipper of any deity
whatever, it is I that am the cause of his devotion
and its fruit ••••o However men approach Me, even so
do I welcome them, for the

p~th

men take from every

side in Mine. 11 Simila:rly the Bhakta mala (cf. G• .'\.
Grierson, ed., London, 1909) : "No one is ignorant of
-th~

doctrines of his own religion

Therefore let

everyman, so far as in him lieth, help the :reading of
the scriptures whether those of his own church, or
those of another."

(1)

Here we find an universal appro-

ach in both. In the Gita the Lord says that He is the
only Truth though manifesting in many forms. On this

ground that each way of worshipping God is regarded
t-:1'.~

its religious tolerance is based.

Bh~2£12ala

---~--=-~----

1..

Coomaraswarny. Selected papers Metaphysics. eclo Roger
Lipsy. P.-35.
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:

I

similarly, due to its wide and open out look encourages
I

~eal'n

people to read and

scriptures of any religion

i

whatever they like because it believes that Truth inherent in religions is essentially one.

I

From all

the~e

facts it is evident that religious

I

•·

1

to!erance as we finrl in Asia is different from that of

Europeo In this concern Europe is not founded upon the
belief that all religions are true but rather founded on
(1)

a growing indifference to all religious doctrines.

The

;

advantage of Asian thought is that here theology and the
symbolic peculial·ities of each faith are not suppressed.
I

Tole:rance if sought! through supp_!_~ssion of theology
'

I

_.leads to construct a1 ,...---new
'
-·
~ut

it affords no

g~nuine

fa~~h,

a secular and worldly one,

religious satisfaction. Religi-

I

ous tolerance should be spontaneous and be based on the
living experience o! oneness of Truth. Because Truth bas
I

no geographical boupdary, has no

front~er.

I

I

1.

er·
'

Roger Lipsy. P.-35.

Ramakrishna is
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a successful thinker in this respect in modern age
who realises in his life the equal validity of diff. erent religions and proclaims the

trtx~h

that religions

as ways to reach tbe goal are neither false nor inferior·
, -chan others. In his words,
(1)

Infinite are the ways."

19

God is the Infinite

(Ill

••••

Religions differ from each

other regarding non-essentials but in essentials they
(2)

.are all one.

Religion does not mean the doctrine,

/dogmas or creeds. They axe of no

avC~il

in the pursuit

/

· of Truth. T:ruth is itself inexpressible in nature. So

·the concepts of God as we find in India that, "He takes
the forms that are imagined by His worshippers" -

are

man made. Actually He should not be thought as confined
/by a particular form or as fully expressed in any form

·because He is the form of all :forms or He transcends all

forms. In this respect some Christian teachers rightly
-------------------~----

1.

s .. c.

Chatterjee. Classical Indian Pbilq_sophies.l963.
P.-148~

2o ·what Religion is in the w~rds of Vivekananda.
ed. Swami Vidyatmananda .. Po-4.
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.If the doctrines and

cre.~ds

are not ··to be more

emphasised it is because that each religion has

a soul

·behind it, and that alone is important. So religions

.,~may not be contradictory but they are supplementary to
each other to

manifc~st

the universal Truth. The same

universal. Truth spreads itself in many vvays which are

regarded as religions of different groups. On this ground
ne·i ther religion shi>Uld be excluded from our considerartion but Truth rather is manifested in all religions.'
Hence addition and not
basis of religious

~xclusion

toh~rance

of any religion is the
(1)
of Ramakrishna.
Thus

.unity of all religions has been established by his
direct and liv:i.ng experience of Truth in practice of
Islam and Christianity as well as Hinduism· and he becomes
convinced about the Truth that there is n•) cont:r:adiction
(2)
among them. All are the parts of one Eternal Religion.

·----------------~---------·------------

1.

The. Complete v,;orks of Swami Vivekananda. Vol.2.
p.- 365 •

.

2.

t"h.

What Reli,9ion is~he words of Swami Vivekananda.
ed. Swami Vidyatmanandao PP~ 333-334.

